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ACID DYE Wool Colors and Combinations

Sign up on the Spreadsheet found at: http:[[bit.ly/Acid-Dye-SignUg

Instructions: You Will work with a partner to dye 4 balls of yarn total Use the niddy-noddy to turn your balls into

skeins before dyeing the yarn. Dye 2 balls m one color and dye the other 2 balls a second color. Select their two

colors from the lust below and sugnmp for the 2 colors by going to the online spreadsheet.(This way eveyone can

see Wthh Colors have been selected and which are available.) Everyone will share all the yarns we dye together.

Hang the yarn to dn m the drying area m the back room of A5. When the yarn is dry, use the umbrella swift and

ball winder to wmd the dyed yarn back Into balls to bring to class.

REMEMBER: Each ball of mm weighs 100 grams

‘ Indicates a primary dye color we are using.Dyes can be combined to create a wide range of colors.

Dye

Brilliant Blue » WF490 ‘

Turquoise - WF478 ‘

Bright Red + Turquoise (50/50)

Bright Red + Turquoise (25/75)

Bright Red + Turquoise (75/25)

Bright Red * Brilliant Blue (50/50)

Bright Red + Brilliant Blue (25/75)

Bright Red + Brilliant Blue (75/25)

Bright Red — WF351 *

Sun Yellow + Bright Red (60/40)

Sun Yellow + Bright Red (80/20)

Sun Yellow + Bright Red (95/5)

Sun Yellow - WF119 *

Brilliant Blue + Sun Yellow (40/60)

Brilliant Blue + Sun Yellow (20/80)

Brilliant Blue + Sun Yellow (5/95)

Turquoise + Sun Yellow (40/60)

Turquoise + Sun Yellow (20/80)

Turquoise + Sun Yellow (5/95)

Chocolate Brown — WF502 * at 2%

Jet Black - WF672 * at 3%
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